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Can We Get Our Antitrust Training From Hollywood? 

Law360, New York (October 05, 2009) -- Hollywood recently released “The Informant!,” 
a movie starring actor Matt Damon. The movie recounts the trials and tribulations of 
Mark Whitacre, a corporate executive who, in the 1990s, became involved in price-fixing 
while employed at Archer Daniels Midland. 

A movie about price-fixing — the most serious of all antitrust violations — is simply too 
much for an antitrust lawyer to miss, particularly since it has been over eight years since 
Hollywood last ventured into the world of antitrust. That movie was 2001’s “Antitrust,” 
which told the story of a young computer whiz who gets wrapped up in a scheme to 
dominate the computer industry. 

“Antitrust” failed to get much traction at the box-office, and was also not of much value 
in terms of antitrust training, suggesting that the way to market dominance was through 
murdering one’s competitors. 

Thus, with some prior knowledge regarding Hollywood’s treatment of the antitrust laws 
firmly in mind, I approached “The Informant!” with only the most modest of expectations, 
both as to whether I would be entertained and whether it would provide anything of 
value in terms of education about the antitrust laws. 

While time will tell whether the movie will be declared a “hit,” having seen “The 
Informant!” I can say — much to my surprise — that as an antitrust primer the movie is 
unquestionably more “hit” than “miss.” In fact, in classic movie critic fashion, here’s my 
“thumbs up/thumbs down” on the lessons that can be learned about the antitrust laws 
from the movie: 

First, the movie makes clear that violating the antitrust laws is not only unlawful, but can 
be a crime, and a felony at that. As Matt Damon explains, don’t let the “men in suits” 
nature of the conduct throw you off. 
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Violations of the antitrust laws have been criminal violations for over 100 years (since 
the Sherman Act was passed in 1890), and for over 50 years violations like price-fixing 
have been federal criminal felonies. So, for highlighting the criminal nature of the 
conduct, “The Informant!” garners a big thumbs up. 

Second, the movie shows that the penalties for violating the antitrust laws are severe. 

At the end of the movie, ADM pays a $100 million fine to settle criminal charges, which 
Damon, as narrator, states is the largest penalty of all time. As of 1995, when ADM’s 
fine was imposed, that was correct. However, since then, many fines in excess of $100 
million have been imposed, with the highest fine to date being $500 million. 

Coupled with damages from follow-on civil actions (the movie indicates that ADM’s civil 
liability added an additional $400 million), corporate defendants now may potentially 
face billions in exposure — enough to bankrupt even the largest companies. For 
bringing this stark reality to life, “The Informant!” gets another thumbs up. 

Third, the movie brings to life the human face of the antitrust laws. It is not only 
companies that find themselves as antitrust defendants. The individuals that work for 
these companies can be charged with criminal conduct, and are frequently sent to jail 
when found guilty of violating these laws. 

Several characters in “The Informant!” learn this lesson the hard way, and if anything, 
the U.S. Department of Justice’s appetite for sending corporate executives that violate 
the antitrust laws to prison has only increased since the 1990s. So, another thumbs up 
to “The Informant!” for exposing this grim truth. 

Fourth, government investigations of antitrust violations can involve wiretaps, moles and 
other covert activities. 

In the movie, Damon and his fellow ADM executives discover that all aspects of their 
lives have been under the government’s microscope, albeit not until their arrests. 
Moreover, Whitacre’s colleagues don’t know, until even later, that Whitacre has been 
wearing a wire and feeding evidence of the unlawful activities to the government for 
over two years. 

While the audience may think this is an unusual circumstance, subsequent cases have 
confirmed that such conduct is standard operating procedure in antitrust investigations, 
and Department of Justice officials have repeatedly proclaimed that at any given time 
scores of investigations are being conducted all across the country. Let’s give another 
thumbs up to the movie for that. 

Fifth, the movie takes Whitacre all around the world, meeting his co-conspirators in 
exotic locales as they implement their price-fixing agreement. In addition to providing 
the film with some added flair, this is a particularly useful aspect of the film from an 
antitrust perspective. 
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The antitrust point, of course, is that it demonstrates that agreements made outside the 
United States can still constitute a violation of the U.S. antitrust laws if, as was the case 
in the movie, the conduct has an impact on U.S. consumers. Big thumbs up to “The 
Informant!” for making this point vividly clear. 

Sixth, the conspirators indicate that they can provide “cover” for their unlawful meetings 
by describing them as “trade association” functions. While legitimate trade association 
activities are not unlawful under the antitrust laws, because trade association activities 
bring competitors together, they have the potential to create antitrust risk. 

In the movie, of course, with Whitacre (Damon) on the inside, and recording their 
meetings, this unlawful scheme is doomed to failure. Moreover, as the movie depicts, 
agreements made on the golf course are no less unlawful than those in the boardroom, 
and government investigators may be lurking in the woods or in the foursome behind 
you, with cameras. Another effective thumbs up. 

Seventh, the movie provides comic elements as Damon mugs for the camera while the 
conspirators’ meetings are being surreptitiously recorded. However, this aspect of the 
movie is, perhaps not surprisingly, also somewhat true to life. 

The movie is based upon real events, and several years ago the Department of Justice 
made the actual tapes that Whitacre made available to the public. Included on the 
actual tapes are several occasions of the sort of “gallows humor” depicted in the film. 

Suffice it to say that just about the only thing worse than being taped while engaging in 
unlawful conduct is joking about it; just imagine the effect on a jury. So, somewhat 
surprisingly, once again “The Informant!” brings a real life antitrust problem to life. 
Thumbs up again. 

Finally, I have left for last what is perhaps the most important antitrust teaching of the 
movie, which is that price-fixing requires an agreement among competitors to raise 
prices. 

Perhaps for comic effect, the movie painstakingly details efforts by Damon to get the 
conspirators to say the magic words “we agree” during their meetings, and suggests 
that the Justice Department lawyers have explained that without such evidence they will 
not be able to prove their case. This, however, is incorrect, and is probably the movie’s 
only serious failure as an antitrust primer. 

Most antitrust conspiracy cases are built on circumstantial evidence of agreement, not 
direct evidence, and direct evidence is not required for a conviction. So, on perhaps the 
most important antitrust principle of all, I must give “The Informant!” a reluctant thumbs 
down, despite its thumbs up on this score for comic effect. 

So where does this leave us? Despite this last blemish, a Hollywood movie that 
provides seven valuable antitrust lessons — and an eighth that can be corrected with 
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some additional explanation — is impressive indeed. In fact, if the movie’s 
entertainment value comes close to its value as an antirust primer, its producers will 
undoubtedly be pleased. “Antitrust” won a best picture award at the Shanghai Film 
festival, but failed to parlay that into box office success. Time will tell on the fate of “The 
Informant!” 

However, regardless of its box office appeal, “The Informant!” should cause every 
corporation and corporate compliance manager to consider whether its employees are 
aware of the seven valuable lessons “The Informant” has to offer, and whether the 
antitrust compliance program the corporation currently has in place provides company 
employees with the guidance and advice necessary to avoid the conduct described in 
the movie. If not, it may be wise to make a date with your employees for some antitrust 
compliance, Hollywood style. 

--By James M. Burns, Williams Mullen 

Jim Burns is a partner with Williams Mullen in the firm's Washington, D.C., office and 
head of the firm's antitrust practice group. 

The opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views 
of Portfolio Media, publisher of Law360. 


